


Technological breakthroughs, a World premiere in space, European engineers rising to meet the meet the

challenge of a launch malfunction - these are the Artemis achievements. Artemis is ESA's latest
telecommunications satellite. It is the most advanced communicationssatellite yet produced by the Agency, being

designed both to test and develop new areas of mobile communication, and to initiate a European data·relay
system involving satellite·to·satellite communication. It is ESA'scontribution to advancing the use of satellite

communicationsystems for land transport, air and sea navigation, and is acting as a new inter-orbit link between
satellites in low Earth orbit and the ground.

Having reached its final orbital position on 31 January 20031 Artemis soon began delivering its planned data·

relay, land-mobile and navigation services. In particular, its L·band land mobile payload is being used to

complement and augment the EuropeanMobile System, its data-relay payloads are being prepared to provide
operational services to Envisat and SPOT·4,and its navigation payload will form an operational element of the
EuropeanGeostationary Navigation Overlay Service (EGNOSJ.



"Mission impossible, mission accomplished ..... and I
am the first to be happy about the recovery of

Artemis since we can say that Artemis is my baby,

having worked on this project for many years

before joining ESA. Artemis is a great success for the

European Space Agency since we have demonstrated

our ability both to develop new technologies

effectively and also our capabilities to recover a

mission that many believed to be lost.11

Claudio Mastracci, Director of Applications, ESA

Artemis was launched on Ariane flight 142 on l 2 July 200 l.
Due to a malfunction in the launcher's upper stage, Artemis was
injected into an abnormally low transfer orbit. For any conventional
communications satellite, this would have resulted in lossof the
mission. Thanks, however, to the combination of advanced
technologies that Artemis has on board, and the innovative recovery
procedures devised by the spacecraft control team, the satellite
could still be slowly and carefully coaxed, over a period of 18
months, into its intended operating position in geostationary orbit
(GEO)

When it was realised that the launch failure had left Artemis in an
elliptical orbit much lower than intended, a team of ESAand
industry specialists immediately set to work to rescuethe satellite
The shortfall in the satellite's injection velocity was such that the
massof chemical propellant carried by Artemis was insufficient to
reach GEO and still provide a useful station-keeping function.
It was therefore decided to use someof the chemical propellant to
reach an intermediate parking orbit 5000 km below GEO, and then
employ the satellite's novel experimental ion-propulsion system,
together with an innovative attitude-control strategy, to make the
transfer to GEO.

Two ion thrusters on the south face of Artemis (above)
One of the RITA ion-propulsion thrusters (below)

In all, about 20% of the original spacecraft control software would
have to be modified in order to accomplish the new mission
scenario. Thanks, however, to the re-programmable onboard control
concept, thesemodifications could be made by uplinking 'software
patches' to the satellite Thesesoftware patches amounted to a total
of 15 000 words, making it the largest reprogramming of flight
software ever attempted for a telecommunications satellite.

While this software reprogramming was in progress, with the
satellite in a temporary parking orbit, Artemis logged another
World first, with the establishment on 30 November 2001 of the
first-ever optical link between orbiting satellites. It allowed France's
national Earth-observation satellite, SPOT-4,to transmit its first
image via the SILEXpayload on Artemis, which then forwarded it to
the Spot Image ProcessingCentre in Toulouse(F).
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"For the Envisat Earth observation mission, bringing Artemis online to relay

Earth imagery and scientific measurements means that more data can be

acquired and downloaded and the process of delivering Earth-observation data

to end users will be much faster. This is very good news,"

Jose Achache, Director of Earth Observation, ESA

Until the arrival of Artemis Earth-observation missions and other low-Earth-orbiting (LEO) satellites

have had to send their data to ground while in sight of an earth station. Since the contact times with

such stations is usually only a few minutes per orbit, data has had to be stored onboard the satellites

and several earth stations have had to be used This leads to a need for complex planning, delays in

delivering and processing data, and costly satellite operations

Now, thanks to the data-relay links provided by Artemis at Ka-band, S-band and optical frequencies,

greater visibility is provided and large volumes of data can be delivered directly to the processing

centre or control centr·e, avoiding bottlenecks and delays, and reducing operating costs. The use of

Artemis also reduces the data-collection workload at the earth stations, and ultimately helps

reduce the overoll costs.

Earth-observation users need to accumulate extensive in-orbit experience with this form of data

transmission to optimise their control and operations philosophies, to cope with the increased volume

and immediacy of the data, and to exploit the flexibility in planning the acquisition of images that data

relay brings.
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The most dramatic potential of space-based data relay is in msisting

emer·gency services when there is an environmental discster, such as a

volcanic eruption or a major forest fire, by transmitting real-trme

imagery. The first such emergency support was given on 7 August

2003, when Artemis supported an Erwisat forth Watch data

acquisition campaign in response too request fr-om the Potuquese

Civil Protection Authority for help in fighting mojor forest fires

northeost of Lisbon.

Under· its Artemis pragromme, ESA has olso supported the

development of on optical qround stotion ot Teneri]e, in the Conary

lslo-ids (E) In its lirst few months of operation. this station has made
some l 00 links with Artemis, conducting atmospheric oltenuoton and
choroctcrisofior- experiments for furthering scienceopplication>.

It is planned that in the future Artemis will also support the major
institutional usersof the International Space Station (ISS)_The
Automated TransferVehicle (ATV)and the Columbus Orbital Facility
(COF) will also be able to useArtemis to complement existing capacity
for communicating with the ISS, resulting in greater reliability, flexibility
and autonomy, and also delivering potential cost savings. ATV will use
Artemis extensively as the primary data-relay element during the
attached phase and as backup during the critical docking, separation
and re-entry manoeuvres.

Other usersplanning to useArtemis are the Italian national scientific
mission DAVID, and CIRA's(Centro Italiano RicercheAerospazicdi)
Unmanned Space Vehicle. The optical link will also be used to
demonstrate the ability of optical terminals to transmit from aircraft
(EADS-Astrium LOLA).Other experiments under discussion that would
use the 5- and Ka-band services include wideband multimedia
applications.

Artemis has also completed commissioning testsfor S-band and Ka
band serviceswith NASDA Earth-observation satellites, demonstrating
interoperability with NASDA's own data-relay satellite DRTS.ESt" and
NASDA also have plans to establish an in-orbit optical link between
Artemis and NASDA's OICETStest satellite.
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11Artemis will allow EGNOSto increase its full-service coverage area, will improve

both EGNOSnavigation service continuity and availability, and will enlarge the

interoperability and service-expansion possibilities of the EGNOSsystem. 11

Javier Ventura-Traveset, EGNOS Principal System Engineer, ESA

Europe is bringing advanced satellite navigation

to the civilian population with Galileo, a European

global satellite navigation system that is set to
transform our land and sea transportation and

revolutionise air-traffic control worldwide. The

United States and Russia have been operating

their own navigation satellite systems for many

years. Their GPS and Glonass systems allow

moving or fixed objects in the air, on land or at

sea to determine their positions with high accuracy.

But until now, it is the military that has been the

greatest beneficiary of such technology, with

civilian use of these systems restricted in scope

and accuracy.

The first steppingstone in Europe's ambitious

programme is the European Geostationary

Navigation Overlay System, or· EGNOS, a joint

programme involving ESA, Eurocontrol and the

European Commission. The first orbital element for

EGNOS built by ESA is the navigation paylocrd

onboard Artemis. This payload, which will be

integrated into the overall EGNOS system by the

end of 2003, will broadcast navigation signals

from the EGNOS Master Control Centre (MCC).

Testtransmissions from the navigation earth stotion

crtScanzano in Italy have already started, and a

second station at Torrejon in Spain will come soon.

The EGNOS concept



"Artemis's attitude and orbit control system (AOCS)equipment is operating well

and the performance of the newly developed AOCSsoftware has been excellent,

running without any failure since the first upload to the satellite's onboard

computer. The new mode used being used earth·pointing is providing perfect

attitude accuracy in the highly inclined geostationary orbit phase and during

station-keeping manoeuvres. 11

Michael Surauer, Attitude Control System Designer, Astrium

ESA beqon develop.nq telecommunication satellites ill the late l 960's alld launched its first Orbital Test
Satellite (OTS) ill 1978. It paved the way for the ECSand Marecs seriesof communications satellites
opernted by Eutelsatand lnmarsat. ESA'sOlympus satellite, launched in 1989. further developed and
consolidated the design for Europe's future communication satellites

Without research and development today, there will be no commercial market tomorrow. It is not
sufficiellt to develop space equipment on the ground. The demanding processof acceptance testing and
integrntion prior to launch, lounch itself and survival ill the harsh environment of space are essential
steps in the qualificatioll of new technologies



Although Artemis owes its heritoqe to previous Europec111tclecommu11irntio11 sotellrtes, it contom., mcmy

iniovotive technologiccrl clements thot me new for Europecrn industry. Only comprehensive verilicotion 111

spoce cor co11fi1mtheir- long-term pcrlorrnonccs Nemly 70'' of the onbocnd equipment thc1tArlemis

conies hers been designed specifirnlly for it. Many of these items are olr-eacly finding cpplicotion in other

cornrnercio] sotellite progrornmes

Among the mast innovative of Artemis's technoloqics ore

the SILEX opticcrl doto-reloy poylood (together- with its portner terminol 011SPOT-4,

which wc1so.so funded by the Artemis Prog1rn11rne)

the ion-propulsion system

the lntegroted Contd or c Dato Hc111dli11gsystem

All of these new developments, which are described in greater detail in th»

accompanying panels, are proving exceptionally successful, showing that A1·temis

is fulfilling its technology-demonstration role admirably. The accumulation 1Df

further in-orbit experience over a longer period is therefore now an lmportont
goal for continuing Artemis operations.

The Envisat data-relay earth terminal at ESRIN in Italy

11The Artemis optical data link used by SPOT·4 has considerably

expanded the 'Toulouse visibility circle', .... making our sateWte
accessible for real-time data transmissions to Toulouse when

flying over an area ranging from India to South America. This rflas

dramatically increased our ability to capture imagery through<Jiut

this area, process it and deliver it in near·real·time, which is
needed more and more for such applications as responding to

natural disasters, crop monitoring, etc. 11

Philippe Delclaux, Manager, Spot Image

Opticol spoce communication systems can deliver high dote rates, but yet hove low

mosses end low power consumptions. The development of the SILEX payload has

addressed oil of the problems likely to be encountered in the building of future opticol

terminals, in terms of pointing accuracy, thermal Olld structural stability, opticol surlcce

charocteristics ond handling, point-ahead steering end many morn.

SILEX represents the first applicotion in space of on opticol communicotion system. With

minimum design changes, and by using the more powerful diodes and other components

now becoming available, new small opticol terminals can be produced which would be

very competitive for future spoce data-relay systems as they are perceived todoy. Policy

chonges in the USA regarding the need for a high-bondwidth communications

infrostructure have also focussed on the application of optical data-relay systems. It is

therefore doubly important that European industry does not lose its lead in this area.



An extensive in-orbit technology-evaluation test programme is

currently in progress with SILEX. It will measure such important

system characteristics as far-field patterns, performance of optical

paths, laser diodes and CCD's, as well as the micro-vibration

environment, knowledge of which is vital for the development of

tomorrow's terminals. A similar cooperative test programme is

planned with NASDA's OICETS mission around 2005. The SILEX

technology and experimentation programme will also be extended

to include an experiment (LOLA) in 2006 between a new optical

terminal on an aircraft and Artemis.

SILEX is also capable of pointing at a neighbouring satellite in

geostationary orbit, and such an inter-satellite link demonstration

mission could also be contemplated during the limetime of Artemis.

11The use of ion propulsion on the Artemis satellite was the first significant step
in Europe to demonstrate the readiness of a technology that is needed for the
next steps of utilisation and exploration of the Solar System and even beyond.

Only the very high spedfit impulse of ion propulsion will allow commercial

satellites to use more than 50% of their launch mass for payload, to put

meaningful stientifit payloads into orbit around distant planets like Mercury or

the outer planets beyond the asteroid belt, and enable humans to remain in

spate for long periods of time and ultimately fly to our neighbouring planet- Mars.11

Rainer Killinger, Head of Electric Propulsion, EADS

Ion engines use ionised xenon gas for propulsion, rather than the chemicals found in conventional
satellite propulsion systems.Thesenovel engines offer a high exhaust velocity for much lesspropellant
consumption than conventional chemical systems- providing tremendous massadvantages - and are
therefore being baselined for many future communication satellitesand deep-space missions.

Ion propulsion has been under development in Europe for more than a decade, and Artemis carries two
prototype European ion-thruster systems,in a functionally redundant configuration. Originally planned
to be used only for demonstrating north-south station-keeping in geostationary orbit, some40 kg of
xenon would have done the work of 400 kg of chemical propellant. The Artemis recovery operation
turned out to be the first and totally unforeseendemonstration of their wider capabilities in orbit!

Many planned spacemissionsthat are only feasiblewhen using ion propulsion have eagerly been
awaiting the resultsof the original Artemis station-keepingdemonstration. During the critical 18-month
mission-recoveryprocess,however, the ion-propulsion systemoperated for the equivalent of 4 years of
geostationary lifetimeand accumulatedsome6000 hours of in-orbit operation. TheArtemis experience
therefore representsa major demonstrationof the capabilities of ion-propulsion technology.

Further operation of the systemin-orbit is important in order to answer any questions that remain
concerning the future design and operation of ion engines, not only for the lifetime qualification in orbit
of the engines themselves,but also for such system-relatedaspects such as their interaction with the
attitude control system,and possible contamination or radio-frequency interference. Regular test
campaigns to exercise Artemis's ion-propulsion systemare therefore planned.



nrhe Artemis programme has been a fundamental milestone in

demonstrating both Telespazio's capabilities in the satellite·

control domain and the Fucino Space Centre's ability to cope with

highly demanding operational tasks."

Francesco D'Amore, Head of Fucino Space Centre, Telespazio SpA



"Continuous operation of the satellite for the expected lifetime will provide

additional confidence in the design and the technologies used, with important

benefits for telecommunications in the years to come."

Antonio Pullara, Programme Manager, Alenia Spazio SpA

Not only has Artemis already clocked up a number
of unique fir·stsin spaceduring its recovery process
- first optical inter-orbit satellite link, first major
rcproqromrninq of a telecommunicationssatellite in
orbit, first transfer·to geostationary orbit using ion
propulsion, and survival of the longestever
operational drift orbit - but it is providing the much·
needed promotional opportunity and stimulusfor
Europe'sfuture data-relay services.

Artemis is also accomplishing its other main aim of
improving the competitivenessof European industry.
Technologicalbreakthroughsand advanced in-orbit
technologiesare influencing many areas in the
commercial world. Artemis is not only addressing

the specific needsof European industry and
operating agencies in this respect,but it is also
expanding their capabilities and competitivenessin
World markets

In short, Artemis is heavily supporting Europe's
autonomy in exploiting and using outer space. It is
also promoting the interestsof European industry
and supporting major institutionalefforts suchas
EarthWatch and EGNOS. Artemis's contribution to
EGNOS is an essentialelementof that system's
operation over the next severalyears.

Artemis is now working exactly as originally
planned and, thanks to the role of its ion engines in
the satellite'srescue,there is sufficientchemical
propellant onboard for another l0 years of
ground-breaking operations, both to prove the
longevity of the newly developed European
technologiesonboard and to meetEurope's
growing need for time-critical data for
environmental monitoring and disaster mitigation
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